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lib/jquery_tiki/tiki-maps.js is loaded even if maps are not used

Status
 Closed

Subject
lib/jquery_tiki/tiki-maps.js is loaded even if maps are not used

Version
12.x
12.x Regression
13.x
13.x Regression

Category
• Regression

Feature
Maps
Performance / Speed / Load / Compression / Cache

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte, Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
★★★★★ (0)

Description
See
<script type="text/javascript" src="lib/jquery_tiki/tiki-maps.js"></script>

in the source.

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
5379

Created
Tuesday 29 July, 2014 19:32:03 GMT-0000

LastModif
Monday 23 October, 2017 12:37:24 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 01 Mar 17 13:49 GMT-0000

Good point, we don't seem to have any feature_maps pref, odd i never noticed that!

We have wikiplugin_map and trackerfield_location which use them so could make loading that js file condition on those (along with geo_locateWiki etc? messy...) or we could add a new option to the geo_openlayers_version which currently select between OL2 (working) and OL3 (not) to include an "off" position.

Or add a new pref geo_enabled (default to enabled to be consistant) and make all the other dependant on it - either way, not entirely trivial ;)

Marc Laporte 01 Mar 17 15:46 GMT-0000

geo_enabled is my favorite

Should be defaulted to off for new installs. And on upgrade, it's trivial for users to activate if they are really using.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 17 Apr 17 07:16 GMT-0000

+1

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 23 Oct 17 12:37 GMT-0000
Thanks Ricardo!
Fixed with commit: [https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/64341](https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/64341)
Can be check on the instance.
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